A key risk factor for climate change is the growth in the human population, projected to be about 35 per cent between 2006 and 2050. In the same period the FAO projects that the number of livestock worldwide will double, as will their emissions, while it is widely expected that emissions from other industries will drop, they say. "This would make the amount of livestock-related emissions even more unacceptable than today's perilous levels."
The authors argue that just a 25 per cent reduction in livestock production between now and 2017, the end of the commitment period to be discussed in Copenhagen this month, could lead to a 12.5 per cent reduction in global anthropogenic emissions by itself. This is almost as much as what is expected to be negotiated for industrial emissions in Copenhagen, they say.
And there is other high-profile backing for a reduction in meat consumption. Britain's Lord Stern, chair of the influential 2006 report on the costs of tackling global warming, in a recent interview with The Times, said: "Meat is a wasteful use of water and creates a lot of greenhouse gases. It puts enormous pressure on the world's resources."
"It is a fact that the production of meat can be relatively carbon intensive because of the energy used to rear and feed the animals and the methane emitted by livestock," he wrote in the paper. "It is particularly important that people should be provided with some other indication of 'carbon content', just as they are given details about the nutritional value or country of origin. For example, we surely now expect to be informed about the emissions of cars that we are able to buy."
He predicted that people's attitudes would evolve until meat-eating became unacceptable, the paper said.
"But it would be extremely counterproductive to try to dictate the choices that consumers can make," he wrote.
" Reporting that the action had been triggered by Nutt's comments during a talk at King's College, London, The Times recalled that he had caused alarm at the Home Office previously by suggesting the risks of taking ecstasy were no greater than those of frequent horse riding. In his letter to Nutt, Johnson said: "I cannot have public confusion between scientific advice and policy and have therefore lost confidence in your ability to advise me as chair of the ACMD". The gist of Nutt's reply was: "Whilst I accept that there is a distinction between scientific advice and government policy, there is clearly a degree of overlap. If scientists are not allowed to engage in the debate at this interface then you devalue their contribution to policymaking and undermine a major source of carefully considered evidence-based advice."
The Daily Mail amplified the story, with a photograph of Professor Nutt labelled "The Serial offender". It reminded readers that the then Home Secretary Jacqui Smith had reprimanded Nutt over his earlier comments and for "trivialising the dangers and health concerns of drugs and showing insensitivity to the families of victims of ecstasy."
The following day The Mail on Sunday muddied the waters further with three equally strong but disparate articles. The first was flagged with the words "Cannabis scandal expert admits: my children have taken Mediawatch: Bernard Dixon looks at the reaction to a controversial decision by the British government.
Row sparked over drug adviser sacking
drugs". The second, by Lauren Booth, praised "honest Professor Nutt" for his "very sensible comments". Headed "Good riddance to Professor Poison", the third was by Peter Hitchens, who wrote: " It is pleasing to see the dismissal of the fatuous Professor David Nutt... Our drug-corrupted political and media elite view Professor Nutt as a hero because he helps them excuse their own wrongdoing."
Elsewhere, in the print and broadcast media as well as on websites and blogs, the story mutated into a debate regarding the relationship between technical advisers and government policy. This became more compelling when other members of the ACMD resigned. "The government's hard-line stance on illegal drugs appeared to be unravelling yesterday as two more scientists on its advisory committee quit in protest at the sacking of their chairman," said The Independent (2 November). The protestors were Les King, former head of the Home Office's Drugs Intelligence Unit, and Marion Walker, clinical director of the substance misuse unit at Berkshire Healthcare NHS Foundation Trust.
While no adviser expects that their advice is never rejected, they have a right to expect appropriate behaviour from the minister concerned.
On 2 November, The Times revealed that Alan Johnson had not, before dismissing David Nutt, consulted or even informed Science and Innovation Minister Lord Drayson, whose office was responsible for coordinating scientific advice across Whitehall. Drayson had revealed on his Twitter that he would be "asking why he was not informed, getting facts and finding a solution."
Mark Henderson, The Times science editor, added that, while no adviser expects that their advice is never rejected, they have a right to expect appropriate behaviour from the minister concerned. "They should be consulted in good faith before a decision has been made. Their advice should be communicated to the public, along with an explanation of why it has not been taken. And they should not be admonished or silenced if their views are not politically convenient."
Alan Johnson made his position vividly clear in an angry interview on Sky News (1 November). "You cannot have a chief adviser stepping into the public field and campaigning against government decisions," he said. "You can do one or the other, you can't do both." Writing about Nutt in a letter to The Guardian (2 November) he added: "His role as my principal adviser was to (unsurprisingly) present advice. It is the job of the government to decide policy."
By now, a genuine and serious row was raging -though one greatly amplified by the media. Several newspapers cited scientists such as reproductive physiologist Lord Winston and the former head of the Medical Research Council, Colin Blakemore, in support of the sacked chairman.
On the other hand, the Daily Mail (3 November) found a south London GP who backed Johnson, and printed her comments under the headline "Nutt the naïve". Meanwhile, The Times (3 November) quoted from emails to the Prime Minister's office in which Lord Drayson said the sacking was "a big mistake", complained about not being consulted and asked for the decision to be reconsidered.
The way in which governments should use scientific findings, and the expert advice based upon such hard evidence, is never likely to be fully agreed by all on all sides. Winston Churchill's view was that scientists should be "on tap but not on top". Progressive governments sometimes boast of being fuelled by the very best and latest insights from research. At other times, as during the Bush administration's ban on federally funded stem cell work, they allow themselves to be influenced more by religious extremism than by the promise of advancing human welfare through scientific research. The least satisfactory course is for politicians to reject hard-won factual evidence not by challenging its validity but by giving greater validity to hunch or prejudice.
In 1968 another Johnson, US President Lyndon Johnson, was concerned that exposure to pornography was encouraging people to commit violent and sexual crimes. So he established a "National Commission on Obscenity and Pornography" to research the subject thoroughly. Packed with experts in different disciplines, the commission did an intensive job of analysing evidence, sifting facts, and sampling opinions. Two years later, its report appeared. The conclusion was that, although access to pornography should be prohibited to juveniles, there was no evidence that pornographic material contributed to crime, delinquency or sexual deviation. All laws on the distribution of such material to adults should be repealed.
By then, the US President was Richard Nixon. Without stopping to read the report, he announced that, whatever the experts might think, he knew that pornography could corrupt people. Because great works of art had an "ennobling effect", the reverse must be true. The warped portrayal of sex could "poison the wellbeing of American and Western culture and civilization". Five minutes of casual thought was enough to prove it. But he -the most powerful person on earth -produced no evidence to justify his opinion.
So here we are again, with the British government wishing to use scientific findings to justify decisions on drugs taken on other grounds. It's not good news for other scientists invited to become advisers on other topics in future.
